Priston Survey
A revealing
report
complimenting
work carried
out 55
years ago

B

ACAS was approached some time ago to undertake a survey of a field in
Priston called ‘Great Croft’ or previously ‘Great Barn Close’ as part of a
Millennium Project of the village. An attempt had been made a few years
earlier by Bristol University, but had not been completed. The survey by BACAS
took place in October to November of 2007, but was not fully reported until
January 2008, hence it did not appear in last year’s Journal.

The field was of great interest because of the find of a coffined Roman burial in
1917. This find was sensationalised at the time and attracted some rather destructive attention. The
local press of the day reported the Roman burial and some locals thought it was ‘Roman Catholic’
and ransacked the find! Fortunately Dr Arthur Bulleid saw it before this incident and rescued the
two rather unusual armlets which were on the body. The burial was found very near the centre of
the field and was contained in a stone coffin (the remains of which can still be found in the church
porch). It appeared to be isolated, but little work was done around the find at the time.
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In 1953 BACAS under William Wedlake’s direction investigated the field. Wedlake dug
approximately 11 trenches in the field, mainly exploring the evident banks and ditches that are
visible in the field, even today despite extensive ploughing since his excavations. He had been a
boy when the burial had been found and remembered the occasion, even taking the trouble to visit
the site at the time. However, as with many of Wedlake’s small scale investigations, little had been
published and we had thought that most of his original records had been lost. In this case some of
his original notes were found among material deposited with the Nettleton finds in Bristol Museum
so some reconstruction of the excavation has been possible. The opportunity to undertake a
detailed geophysical survey of the same field was very opportune and gave the possibility of tying
in the work that Wedlake had done in 1953 with our own discoveries.

Among the notes that were found in the Museum there were a number of sketch plans of the
location of the trenches (Figure 1, location of Wedlake’s cuttings in 1953, from the sketch plan in
Bristol Museum). With this information we have been able to reconstruct his plans and show how
the trenches dug in 1953 related to the features indicated by geophysical survey. Wedlake’s detailed
accounts of these trenches have also given us the dating evidence we need to give some idea of the
type and date of the settlement in this field. The nature of his investigation meant that the
information was very limited. Wedlake dug numerous (in excess of 11) narrow ‘cuttings’. Some of
these were very long but only a few feet wide: this made it very difficult to really evaluate what
was found in the trenches, but did give some dating evidence in the form of the finds recovered
from the different cuttings. It was clear from his excavations that there was evidence of activity in
the field from the early Iron Age to the 19th century. The early evidence was very scattered but
seemed to be related to the enclosure that is still the most prominent feature of the field and is
confined to the western half of the present field.

Geophysical Surveys
The field is accessed from Mill Lane on the western edge and lies to the north of the village of
Priston on slightly rising ground, but there is an obvious plateau on the western side of the field
marked by banks. The field slopes quite steeply into the curiously shaped finger on its southern
extremity, this may not have been part of the field in 1953. Both magnetic and resistance surveys
were undertaken and the field was also mapped using our EDM (Electronic Distancing Meter) to
give an idea of the contours.

The magnetic survey was the most revealing as the majority of the features consisted of banks
and ditches (Figure 2). The resistance survey backed up the evidence of the magnetic survey, but
did not really add to it and showed that the probable buildings were of a very ephemeral nature
and may have only survived as badly ploughed footings. The two crossing lines in the field are
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Figure 1
Sketch map after William Wedlake.
Figure 2
Magnetic Survey of the area
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water pipes that feed the animal drinking troughs in the field and cause interference to the
magnetometer. The most prominent enclosure with a curved corner in the centre of the field is the
feature that can still be seen on the ground today and corresponds with Wedlake’s banks 2 and 8.
In the survey there is a lot of activity at the corner of this enclosure and what appears to be a
double ditched track extends north from the corner (bank 6). We know this was a track as Wedlake
excavated two trenches over this feature and found rough metalling and evidence that the track
had been contained within walls either side of the track. The full length was not ascertained, but
the survey suggests that the metalling and walling may not have extended more than 50m. To the
east of the track is another double ditched track running roughly north east. This seems to run to a
complex of features on the eastern boundary (b2). At the southern end of this track is the possible
location of the burial and it seems to lie within a small almost circular enclosure. In the very
extreme south west corner of the field and within the large enclosure there are some very prominent
curvilinear features. This area was not investigated by Wedlake, but may represent some of the
main activity located within this enclosure. The nature of the features suggests pre-historic type of
settlement, but this needs to be confirmed by excavation. Banks 1, 3 and 7 all appear to be later
features. The dating evidence derived from these features by Wedlake was all post medieval.

As mentioned before, the resistance survey simply reinforces the results of the magnetic survey,
and adds very little, but when these are superimposed together on the map drawn by Mike
Chapman in 1991 (see Figure 3) they show how this field may only be part of a much bigger complex.
The earthworks shown on this survey seem to indicate a large enclosure centred on the area where
three lanes converge. The features in the south west corner of the field may be more important to
this bigger enclosure and the burial and other buildings in Great Croft may be on the periphery of
the settlement. That evidence would be consistent with the location of a burial ground in the field,
as in Roman times burials tended to be located on the edges of settlement.

Conclusion
This survey was an opportunity to revisit an area which had been excavated by the Society in
William Wedlake’s time as Director of Excavations. It was interesting to see how the previous work
could be used to make some interesting observations on the activity in this field. The visible earth
works and the burial have made this area a focus of attention, but the survey has shown that this
may be on the periphery of a much more extensive settlement to the west. We can clearly prove
that some of the activity was of Roman date, but there is evidence to suggest that earlier occupation
occurred in and around this enclosure. More surveys in other fields could be very revealing.
Figure 3
Combined survey superimposed
on the Priston Map by Mike
Chapman
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